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Executive Summary 

The Pilot Auction Facility for Methane and Climate Change Mitigation (“PAF”) was created on the 

basis of the findings of a report from the Methane Finance Study Group, an international group 

of experts convened in 2012 at the request of the G8 to review innovative financing approaches 

to methane abatement. The Methane Finance Study Group estimated that, across all developing 

countries, methane projects could reduce as much as 8,200 million tCO
2
e at less than $10 per ton 

in incremental cost financing, and recommended (among other things) the creation of a methane 

abatement facility that would auction put options to guarantee a floor value on independently 

verified emission reductions (“ERs”).1 The World Bank Group serves as Secretariat and Trustee 

for the PAF. NERA Economic Consulting (“NERA”), in its role as the auction manager, developed 

the detailed auction rules for the auctions and managed the development of the online auction 

platform held by the PAF. The PAF successfully held three auctions in July 2015, May 2016 and 

January 2017. The goal of this report is to compare and contrast the structure and results of the 

first two auctions.

In Article I, we explain the two key elements of the PAF. The first element is a tradable put 

option for emission reductions that is structured in the form of a zero-coupon puttable bond 

called a “PAF Emission Reduction Note” or “PAFERN”. The second element is an auction platform 

that provides a transparent means of allocating and determining the value of the PAFERNs and the 

value of the ERs to be surrendered for payment under the PAFERNs. 

Bidders participate in the auction to purchase PAFERNs. Winning bidders purchase the PAFERNs 

at the issue price. On their maturity date, the PAFERNs give the winning bidders the right, but 

not the obligation, to deliver qualifying ERs to the PAF in return for receiving a payment. This 

payment, less the price a winning bidder pays for the PAFERNs, locks in an effective guaranteed 

floor value for ERs, but does not prevent winning bidders from selling their ERs in the open 

market if they can get a better price during the redemption period of the PAFERNs. The PAFERNs 

are designed to be tradable, enabling winning bidders to transfer ownership and maximize the 

likelihood that the PAF achieves emission reductions.
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Throughout the report, we use the term “put option” to refer to the PAFERN and terms such as 

the “option’s premium” and “option’s strike price” to refer to the issue price and payment under 

the terms of the PAFERN, respectively. While we caution the reader that the PAFERN is not a 

put option, it is a puttable bond that functions like a put option, and, as such, we use the terms 

associated with a put option in the interest of simplicity and readability.

In Article II, we describe the elements of the program and design choices in each of the 

two auctions. Many parameters and process elements were similar across the two auctions, 

which allows for a meaningful comparison of the results given the elements of the auction 

that do change. 

Both auctions used a clock auction format. A clock auction proceeds in a series of rounds. In a 

round, bidders state how many put options they are willing to buy given the option’s premium 

and the option’s strike price. If bidders in aggregate are willing to purchase more than the number 

of options available, the economic proposition of the options is made less attractive in the next 

round (by increasing the option’s premium or reducing the option’s strike price) and bidders have 

another opportunity to state how many options they are willing to buy. This process continues 

until there are just enough options available to satisfy the demand. 

Given that the auction is designed to set the effective guaranteed floor value of the ERs under a 

put option framework, the floor value may be determined either by fixing the option’s premium 

and allowing bidders to bid down the option’s strike price, or alternatively by fixing the option’s 

strike price and allowing bidders to bid up the option’s premium. The item (either the option’s 

premium or the option’s strike price) that bidders are bidding on is known as the “bid product” 

in the auction. The central difference between the two auctions is that the first auction used the 

strike price as the bid product (i.e., bidders bid down the payment to be received for qualifying 

ERs under the PAFERNs) while the second auction used the premium as the bid product (i.e., 

bidders bid up the issue price to be paid to purchase the PAFERNs). 

In Article III, we discuss participation characteristics and auction results across the two auctions. 

The auctions were successful in attracting 28 bidders to participate in the first auction and 21 

bidders to participate in the second auction.

Both auctions featured a diversity of bidders in relation to size as measured by the number of 

PAFERNs that a bidder was eligible to bid in the first round of the auction. However, the second 

auction featured a higher proportion of “larger” bidders, which suggests these are better 

capitalized entities bidding for multiple projects. 

In the first auction, a total of $20.9 million was allocated for the exchange of about 8.69 million 

ERs and there was about $4.1 million of budget unspent, referred to as the “undersell”. The 

premium was fixed at $0.30 per ER and the auction determined the strike price of $2.40 per 

ER. In the second auction, $20 million was allocated for the exchange of about 5.71 million ERs 

and there was no undersell. The strike price was fixed at $3.50 and the auction determined the 

premium of $1.41 per ER. Based on the premium and strike price in each auction, the effective 

guaranteed floor value was $2.10 per ER in the first auction and $2.09 per ER in the second 

auction – almost identical results. 
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In Article IV, we provide four key findings. First, the featured bid product attracted different 

types of bidders, and there were not many bidders from the first auction that returned to 

participate in the second auction. While there was a diversity of large and small bidders in 

both auctions, the second auction attracted a higher number of larger bidders, which appears 

to reflect the higher cost of participation in the second auction. Bidders that may not be 

able to meet the upfront payment for PAFERNs in the second auction may have chosen not 

to participate, and these bidders are more likely to be smaller entities that are not as well 

capitalized. Notwithstanding this difference in the bidder pool, both bid products given the 

auction format were equally effective in achieving price discovery and, as we noted, the results 

are almost identical between the two auctions. 

Second, the optional feature of proxy bidding offered in both auctions was not used by most 

bidders and was not used in the manner that was expected. Proxy bidding is an optional 

feature by which the auction software can place bids on behalf of a bidder on the basis of 

a pre-determined threshold price provided by the bidder, and allows the bidder to submit its 

best and final offer prior to the start of bidding. The clock auction is a multiple round auction 

that typically lasts for several hours. Given the nature of the PAF, which attracted bidders 

internationally, proxy bidding was provided as a convenience for bidders that may be in a time 

zone where bidding would not take place during normal business hours. However, in both 

auctions, bidders that elected proxy bidding were not in those time zones that would have found 

the auction schedule particularly inconvenient. Bidders that submitted proxy bids were generally 

small bidders and none of the bidders that elected proxy bidding won at the auction.

Third, while both bid products, given the auction format, achieved almost identical results, 

whether one chooses to feature the option’s strike price or the option’s premium as the bid 

product may depend on program objectives. In general, the use of the strike price as the 

bid product (and hence the use of the descending clock auction format as featured in the 

first auction) will allow the program to transact for a greater quantity of potential emission 

reductions quicker. However, in this case, given the use of the strike price as the bid product in 

the descending clock auction will require the premium to be fixed, setting the premium at an 

appropriate level will be an important decision because if the premium is set too low, the risk of 

winners not trading the PAFERNs and not delivering the ERs will be greater. Ideally, the premium 

should be set so that it provides sufficient incentives to encourage the delivery of the ERs during 

the redemption period, but not so high that it becomes a barrier to participation.

Lastly, in using the strike price as the bid product as featured in the first auction, there is a higher 

risk that there could be budget left unspent in the final round unless additional complexity is 

added to the bidding rules. This unspent budget is commonly known as an “undersell”, and is 

exacerbated by the fact that the quantity available to be purchased increases as the strike price 

ticks down. In contrast, simple rules can be implemented to limit the possibility of an undersell if 

the premium is used as the bid product in an ascending clock auction as featured in the second 

auction. In this case, a key decision to be made is the level in which to fix the strike price as this 

will fix the quantity of put options available to be purchased by bidders in the auction, which will 

not change across the rounds of the auction. 
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In Article V, we provide our conclusions based on our findings. Given both bid products and 

the associated auction formats were equally effective in achieving market reflective prices, we 

conclude that: 

• If a priority is to encourage participation from a wide range of bidders, or if the objective is 

to transact for a greater quantity of potential emission reductions quicker, then the use of the 

strike price as the bid product as featured in the first auction should be considered ahead of 

the use of the premium as the bid product as featured in the second auction. 

• If the objective is to ensure that the auction budget is fully spent in a single auction process 

while keeping bidding rules simple, then the use of the premium as the bid product as 

featured in the second auction should be considered ahead of the use of the strike price as 

the bid product as featured in the first auction. The fixed quantity of put options available to 

be purchased by bidders in the second auction limits the possibility of an undersell.

In regard to proxy bidding, this choice precludes bidders from incorporating auction information 

in their bidding strategy, which is a key feature of clock auctions to facilitate price discovery. This 

may have the unintended consequence of disadvantaging smaller, less sophisticated bidders. 

As an alternative, a well-paced auction that is sufficiently short may render moot the need to 

consider proxy bidding.

NERA hopes these lessons provide insights into the impact of various design choices that could 

prove useful for entities that want to replicate the PAF’s successes for climate auctions in varying 

circumstances and program objectives. 
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I. Introduction

The Pilot Auction Facility for Methane and Climate Change Mitigation (“PAF”) was created on 

the basis of findings of a report from the Methane Finance Study Group, an international group 

of experts convened in 2012 at the request of the G8 to review innovative financing approaches 

to methane abatement. Through its work, the Methane Finance Study Group identified 1,200 

methane projects that were at risk of being decommissioned due to the low price of carbon 

credits. However, these projects required little additional revenue to continue their operations. 

The Methane Finance Study Group estimated that, across all developing countries, methane 

projects could reduce as much as 8,200 million tCO
2
e at less than $10 per ton in incremental cost 

financing. To capture this opportunity, the Methane Finance Study Group recommended among 

other things the creation of a methane abatement facility that would auction put options to 

guarantee a floor value on independently verified emission reductions (“ERs”).2 One ER represents 

the successful emissions reduction equivalent to one metric ton of carbon dioxide equivalent 

(tCO
2
e). The World Bank Group serves as Secretariat and Trustee for the PAF. 

The PAF consists of two key elements. The first element is a tradable put option for emission 

reductions that is structured in the form of a zero-coupon puttable bond issued by the World 

Bank Group through the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development. This put option 

is called a “PAF Emission Reduction Note” or “PAFERN”. Bidders participate in the auction to 

purchase PAFERNs. Winning bidders purchase the PAFERNs at the issue price. On their maturity 

date, the PAFERNs give the winning bidders the right, but not the obligation, to deliver qualifying 

ERs to the PAF in return for receiving a payment. This payment, less the price a winning bidder 

pays for the PAFERNs, locks in an effective guaranteed floor value for ERs, but does not prevent 

winning bidders from selling their ERs in the open market if they can get a better price during 

the redemption period of the PAFERNs. The PAFERNs are designed to be tradable, enabling 

winning bidders to transfer ownership which maximizes the likelihood that the PAF achieves 

emission reductions.3

Illustration

The price paid by winning bidders for the PAFERNs is called the issue price and represents 

the option’s “premium”. The payment made to the winning bidder under the PAFERNs is 

the option’s “strike price”. Suppose that: 

• The option’s premium is $0.50

• The option’s strike price is $2.00

• The option’s maturity date is December 31, 2020. 

• Each option is associated with one ER. 

A winning bidder would pay $0.50 to purchase the option and it would give the winning 

bidder the right on the maturity date to sell one ER at the strike price of $2.00 for a 

net benefit of $1.50 per ER ($2.00 - $0.50). Hence, the option provides a guaranteed 

floor value of $1.50 for each qualifying ER. The ERs may fetch a higher price in the open 

market and the winning bidder is free to take advantage of such opportunities. 
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The second element of the PAF, an auction platform, provides a transparent means of allocating 

and determining the value of the PAFERNs and the value of the ERs to be surrendered for payment 

under the PAFERNs. The competitive nature of the auction reveals the minimum price required 

by the private sector to make emission reduction investments, therefore maximizing the impact 

of public funds and achieving the highest volume of climate benefits per dollar. NERA Economic 

Consulting (“NERA”), in its role as the auction manager, developed the detailed auction rules for 

the auctions and managed the development of the online auction platform held by the PAF.

The PAF successfully held three auctions in July 2015, May 2016 and January 2017. 

The Goal of this Report 

The PAF aims to promote learning, replication, and scale. While the PAF’s first two auctions tested 

its model in the methane sector, this model could be replicated elsewhere to incentivize emission 

reductions across a range of other sectors. On a country level, the model could be used by 

governments that need to meet commitments under the Paris Agreement. On the global level, the 

auction format could be scaled with increased funding for larger multi-country climate auctions. 

The World Bank Group will continue to pursue opportunities to replicate and scale the PAF model 

for climate results, targeting sectors and auction budgets beyond the piloting phase.

The goal of this report is to compare and contrast the structure and results of the first two 

auctions. NERA hopes the lessons provide insights into the impact of various design choices that 

could prove useful for entities that want to replicate the PAF’s successes for climate auctions in 

varying circumstances and program objectives.
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II. Program Elements

We start by describing the elements of the program and design choices in each of the two 

auctions. Many of the program elements are stable from the first auction to the second 

auction, but some elements are different. We then analyze whether those differences led to 

differences in the results. 

Eligibility Criteria 

The PAF only disburses funds once the emission reductions have been verified by a third party. 

In order for auction winners to redeem their PAFERNs, underlying projects must meet a set of 

requirements for how, where, and when emission reductions take place. The first auction targeted 

methane abatement activities registered under the United Nations-regulated Clean Development 

Mechanism (“CDM”) that applied one of 35 eligible methodologies. The second auction targeted 

the same types of methane abatement activities as the first auction, but expanded eligibility 

beyond the CDM to include activities registered under the Verified Carbon Standard (“VCS”) and 

the Gold Standard (“GS”).

Budget 

The put options are supported by funding from the PAF donors, which are Germany, Sweden, 

Switzerland, and the United States. The budget for the first auction was U.S.$25 million and for 

the second auction it was U.S.$20 million. The budget for an auction represents the total amount 

that can be paid to winning bidders in exchange for qualifying ERs during the redemption period 

of the PAFERNs. Thus, the budget divided by the strike price determines the number of ERs that 

can be received by the PAF during the redemption period of the PAFERNs.

Auction Format

The first two auctions held by the PAF used a clock auction format. A clock auction proceeds in 

a series of rounds. In a round, bidders state how many put options they are willing to buy given 

the option’s premium and the option’s strike price. If bidders in aggregate are willing to purchase 

more than the number of options available, the economic proposition of the options is made less 

attractive in the next round (by increasing the option’s premium or reducing the option’s strike 

price) and bidders have another opportunity to state how many options they are willing to buy. 

This process continues until there are just enough options available to satisfy the demand. 

In general, the clock auction format is attractive in that it provides information to bidders in each 

round and allows bidders to revise their strategy if they wish on the basis of this information. The 

format is also simple for bidders to understand and encourages straightforward bidding so that 

the final price is reflective of market conditions. 

NERA managed the development of an online multiple round clock auction platform to facilitate 

the bidding of the first and second auctions held on July 15, 2015 and May 12, 2016, respectively.
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Bid Product 

Given that the auction is designed to set the floor value of the ERs under a put option framework, 

the floor value may be determined either by fixing the option’s premium and allowing bidders to 

bid down the option’s strike price, or alternatively by fixing the option’s strike price and allowing 

bidders to bid up the option’s premium. The item (either the option’s premium or the option’s 

strike price) that bidders are bidding on is known as the “bid product” in the auction. The central 

difference between the two auctions is that the first auction used the strike price as the bid 

product (i.e., bidders bid down the payment to be received for qualifying ERs under the PAFERNs) 

while the second auction used the premium as the bid product (i.e., bidders bid up the issue price 

to be paid to purchase the PAFERNs). 

Thus, in the first auction, the PAF featured a descending clock auction where the option’s 

premium is fixed in advance of the auction and bidders bid down the option’s strike price. In a 

round, the auction manager announces a strike price and each bidder states the quantity of put 

options that the bidder is willing to buy at the premium given that strike price. If, in a round, 

the quantity that bidders bid in aggregate exceeds the quantity available to be purchased in 

that round, the auction proceeds to the next round and the auction manager announces a new 

reduced strike price and the new quantity available to be purchased in the new round. The 

quantity available to be purchased by bidders in the new round is equal to the budget divided 

by the strike price, and thus increases as the strike price is reduced. From one round to the 

next, bidders may maintain or reduce the quantity bid, but may not increase the quantity bid. 

Bidding continues and the strike price is reduced round by round until the quantity that bidders 

bid in aggregate equals to or falls short of the quantity available to be purchased. Based on the 

bids made by bidders in the final round, the winners as well as the strike price (and hence the 

guaranteed floor value of the ERs) are established. 

Figure 1.  Quantity of Put Options Available to be Purchased Increases as the Strike Price is Reduced
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In the second auction, the PAF featured an ascending clock auction where the strike price is fixed 

in advance of the auction and bidders bid up the premium. In a round, the auction manager 

announces a premium and each bidder states the quantity of put options that it is willing to buy 

at that premium given the strike price. If, in a round, the quantity that bidders bid in aggregate 

exceeds the quantity available, the auction proceeds to the next round and the auction manager 

announces a new increased premium in the new round. From one round to the next, bidders may 

maintain or reduce the quantity bid, but may not increase the quantity bid. Bidding continues and 

the premium increases round by round until the quantity that bidders bid in aggregate equals to 

or falls short of the quantity available to be purchased. Based on the bids made by bidders in the 

final round, the winners as well as the premium (and hence the guaranteed floor value of the ERs) 

are established.

 

Figure 2.  Quantity of Put Options Available to be Purchased Remains the Same Regardless 
 of Changes in Premium
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Bid Unit, the Minimum Bid, and the Maximum Bid

In the auctions, bidders bid to purchase PAFERNs and PAFERNs are sold in quantities denominated 

in “Bid Units”. Each Bid Unit is associated with 10,000 ERs. For example, a winning bidder that 

is awarded 50 Bid Units would be entitled to exchange 500,000 ERs (i.e., 50 Bid Units x 10,000 

ERs per Bid Unit) for payment under the terms of the PAFERNs. The size of the Bid Unit, namely 

10,000 ERs, was the same in the first auction and the second auction. 

In addition, the auction also specified a Minimum Bid and a Maximum Bid. 

The Minimum Bid represents the minimum number of Bid Units that a bidder may purchase 

(and thus the minimum quantity for which the bidder may place a bid). Given the possibility that 

bidders may include project owners seeking to sell ERs associated with particular projects, the 

Minimum Bid mitigates the risk that a bidder may end up winning a small number of Bid Units 

that would not be useful because the bidder would only receive payment for an insignificant 

portion of ERs generated from the project. The Minimum Bid also discourages bidders lacking the 

minimum required capacity from participating in the auction process. The Minimum Bid was 10 

Bid Units in the first auction and 20 Bid Units in the second auction. 
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The Maximum Bid represents the maximum number of Bid Units for which a bidder may place a 

bid. The Maximum Bid ensures that there would be multiple winners at the auction. Furthermore, 

the certainty that no one bidder would be able to win all of the Bid Units at the auction 

encourages participation by smaller bidders. The Maximum Bid was 200 Bid Units in the first 

auction and 250 Bid Units in the second auction. 

Proxy Bidding

Proxy bidding is a feature by which the auction software can place bids on behalf of a bidder 

on the basis of a pre-determined threshold price provided by the bidder. In both the first and 

the second auctions, proxy bidding was offered as an optional feature to bidders. If the bidder 

elects proxy bidding, the bidder will not be able to subsequently place a bid actively in the 

rounds of the auction. 

In the first auction, a proxy bid was a quantity of Bid Units and a pre-determined strike price 

(known as the proxy payment) below which the bidder was unwilling to buy PAFERNs. In the 

first round in which the strike price is below the proxy payment, the bidder is deemed to have 

withdrawn all Bid Units. 

In the second auction, a proxy bid was a quantity of Bid Units and a pre-determined premium 

(known as the proxy price) above which the bidder was unwilling to buy PAFERNs. In the first 

round in which the premium is above the proxy price, the bidder is deemed to have withdrawn 

all Bid Units.

Bid Deposit

To participate in the auction, an applicant must provide a bid deposit. The bid deposit is collected 

prior to the auction date. The bid deposit serves to deter bidders that may win at the auction 

from reneging on their obligation to follow through on the post-auction payment of the issue 

price (i.e., option’s premium) to purchase the PAFERNs.

The deposit is refunded to bidders that fail to qualify or that fail to win at the auction. If a bidder 

wins at the auction and becomes a successful bidder, the bidder must purchase the PAFERNs at 

the issue price. The bid deposit amount is applied to this purchase amount. 

The amount of the bid deposit in the first auction and in the second auction was identical at 

U.S.$600 per Bid Unit based on the maximum number of Bid Units for which the bidder intends 

to place a bid. The bidder’s initial eligibility at the auction, which is the greatest number of Bid 

Units that a bidder may bid in round 1, is simply equal to the bid deposit paid by that bidder 

divided by U.S.$600.
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Summary of Auction Parameters and Process Elements

Table 1 below provides a comparison of the key auction parameters and process elements for the 

two auctions. 

Table 1. Auction Parameters

Auction Date July 15, 2015 May 12, 2016

Bid Product Strike Price Premium

Premium Fixed at U.S. $0.30 per ER 

Strike Price  Fixed at U.S. $3.50 per ER

Auction Format Multiple Round Clock Auction Multiple Round Clock Auction   
 (Descending) (Ascending)

Eligibility CDM CDM + VCS + GS

Budget U.S. $25 million U.S. $20 million

Bid Unit A series of 5 PAFERNs A series of 4 PAFERNs  
 (equivalent to 10,000 ERs) (equivalent to 10,000 ERs)

Number of Bid Units 312 Bid Units 571 Bid Units 
available in round 1

Proxy Bidding  Available for use by Bidders Available for use by Bidders

Minimum Bid  10 Bid Units  20 Bid Units 
 (equivalent to 100,000 ERs) (equivalent to 200,000 ERs)

Maximum Bid  200 Bid Units 250 Bid Units 
 (equivalent to 2,000,000 ERs) (equivalent to 2,500,000 ERs)

Bid Deposit U.S. $0.06 per ER U.S. $0.06 per ER 
 (equivalent to $600 per Bid Unit) (equivalent to $600 per Bid Unit)

As shown above, many parameters and process elements were similar across the two auctions, 

which allows for a meaningful comparison of the results given the elements of the auction that 

do change. For example, the bid deposit, the election of proxy bidding as well as the number of 

ERs associated with each Bid Unit is the same across both auctions, while other elements such as 

key eligibility requirements, the Minimum Bid, and the Maximum Bid are similar but not identical.

 

The change in the bid product from the strike price to the premium, and hence the change in the 

auction format from a descending clock auction format to an ascending clock auction format, is 

the most significant change between the two auctions.
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III. Participation Characteristics and Auction Results

Participation in the Auctions

Table 2 below provides a summary of participation and bidder characteristics. 

Table 2. Bidder Characteristics

Auction Date  July 15, 2015 May 12, 2016

No. of Bidders  28 21

No. of Countries Represented 17 12

No. of Proxy Bidders   4 1

No. of Winners  12 9

% of Bidders are Winners  43 % 43 %

Bidders with Initial Eligibility:  Bid Units Number of Bidders

 < 30 10 5

 30 – 75 6 5

 76 – 125 6 2

 > 125 6 9

Winners with Initial Eligibility:  Bid Units Number of Winners

 < 30 3 1

 30 – 75 2 2

 76 – 125 2 2

 > 125 5 4

The auctions were successful in attracting over 20 bidders in each auction. The number of bidders 

and number of countries represented were reduced between the first auction (28 bidders from 

17 countries) and the second auction (21 bidders from 12 countries). The number of winners was 

reduced proportionately (from 12 winners in the first auction to 9 in the second auction). In each 

auction, 43% of the bidders that qualified to participate won Bid Units.
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One way to characterize bidders is by “size” as measured by the number of Bid Units that 

bidders were willing to purchase at the beginning of the auction. This is known as the bidder’s 

initial eligibility at the auction. As discussed above, the bidder’s initial eligibility at the auction is 

simply equal to the bid deposit paid by that bidder divided by U.S.$600. Both auctions featured 

a diversity of bidders in relation to the initial eligibility. However, the second auction featured 

a higher proportion of “larger” bidders with initial eligibility greater than 125 Bid Units, which 

suggests these are better capitalized entities bidding for multiple projects. 

Auction Results

Table 3 shows the results of the two auctions. 

Table 3. Summary of Results

Auction Date July 15, 2015 May 12, 2016

No. of Rounds 11 10

  Bid Units

Total Won 869 571

Minimum Won 10 20

Maximum Won 200 147

Average Won 72 63

Median Won 48 56

  U.S. $

Premium 0.30 per ER 1.41 per ER

Strike Price 2.40 per ER 3.50 per ER

Net Value 2.10 per ER 2.09 per ER

Budget Spent  20.90 million 20.00 million

 

In the first auction, the budget was $25 million, for which a total of $20.9 million was allocated 

for the exchange of about 8.69 million ERs. There was about $4.1 million in undersell. The auction 

lasted 11 rounds. The premium was fixed at $0.30 per ER and the auction determined the strike 

price of $2.40 per ER. Based on this, the effective guaranteed floor value was $2.10 per ER. On 

average, each winning bidder was awarded 72 Bid Units and the median award was 48 Bid Units.
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In the second auction, the budget was $20 million, all of which was allocated for the exchange of 

about 5.71 million ERs and there was no undersell. The auction lasted 10 rounds. The strike price 

was fixed at $3.50 and the auction determined the premium of $1.41 per ER. Based on this, the 

effective guaranteed floor value was $2.09 per ER. On average, each winning bidder was awarded 

63 Bid Units and the median award was 56 Bid Units.

 

IV. Lessons Learned

Finding 1: The featured bid product attracted different types of bidders, but both bid 

products given the auction format were equally effective in achieving price discovery

Given the success of the first auction, the expectation was that many of the bidders that 

participated in the first auction would return. However, this was not the case. In fact, only 8 of 

the 28 bidders that participated in the first auction returned for the second auction, and only 

4 of the 12 winning bidders from the first auction returned. Interestingly, of the 8 bidders that 

participated in both auctions, none were winners in both auctions.

In general, the differences in the auction design features and parameters between the first 

auction and the second auction attracted bidders of visibly different characteristics. The first 

auction featured a descending clock auction format where bidders bid down the option’s strike 

price whereas the second auction featured an ascending clock auction format where bidders bid 

up the option’s premium. In the first auction the premium was fixed at $0.30 per ER, and in the 

second auction the premium determined through the auction was $1.41 per ER. The winning 

bidders in the second auction had to pay $1.41 per ER for the PAFERNs regardless of whether 

they would exercise the option compared to a premium of only $0.30 per ER that winning bidders 

in the first auction had to pay. While there was a diversity of large and small bidders in both 

auctions, the second auction attracted a higher number of bidders with larger initial eligibilities. 

This appears to reflect the higher cost of participation in the second auction. Bidders that may not 

be able to meet the upfront payment may choose not to participate, and these bidders are more 

likely to be smaller entities that are not as well capitalized. 

While the bid product drew different types of bidders, both auctions were equally effective in 

encouraging straightforward bidding by bidders and in achieving a market reflective price:

• The results from the two auctions are almost identical. Given the structure of the PAFERN as a 

zero-coupon puttable bond, the net value of the PAFERNs to bidders is simply the strike price 

less the premium of the put option. This value corresponds to $2.10 per ER in the first auction 

and $2.09 per ER in the second auction. This is a result of strong competition with 28 bidders 

participating in the first auction and 21 bidders participating in the second auction.

• There were many winning bidders in each auction such that about 43% of bidders that 

qualified in each auction won. There were 12 winning bidders in the first auction and 9 

winning bidders in the second auction – and no bidder won in both auctions. 
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• There was diversity among the winning bidders, including a good mix of small and larger 

winning bidders in each auction. This means that while the bid product and the auction 

format attracted different types of bidders to the auction, it did not necessarily favor a 

particular type of bidder.

• Of the 8 bidders that participated in both auctions, we found no evidence that suggested 

that these bidders had different bidding strategies across the two auctions.

 

Finding 2: A well-paced auction that is sufficiently short may render moot the need to 

provide proxy bidding as an optional feature

The clock auction is a multiple round auction that typically lasts for several hours. Given the 

nature of the PAF, which attracted bidders internationally, proxy bidding was provided as 

a convenience for bidders that may be in a time zone where bidding would not take place 

during normal business hours. For example, an auction held between 7AM and 11AM New 

York time would require a bidder in Wellington, New Zealand to submit a bid in each round 

of the auction between 11PM and 3AM local time. Instead, such a bidder could elect proxy 

bidding, which would allow the bidder to submit its best and final offer prior to the start of 

bidding. The downside of such a choice is that once a bidder elects proxy bidding, the bidder 

is not able to change its bid on the basis of the information provided to bidders during the 

course of the auction. 

In the first auction, a proxy bid was a quantity of Bid Units and a pre-determined strike price 

below which the bidder was unwilling to buy PAFERNs. In the second auction, a proxy bid was 

a quantity of Bid Units and a pre-determined premium above which the bidder was unwilling to 

buy PAFERNs. Proxy bidding was not used to the extent expected in either the first auction or the 

second auction. 

• Proxy bidding was used by 4 bidders in the first auction and 1 bidder in the second auction. 

• Bidders that elected proxy bidding were not in those time zones that would have found the 

auction schedule particularly inconvenient. 

• Bidders that submitted proxy bids were generally small bidders. 

• None of the bidders that elected proxy bidding won at the auction.

Thus, it appears that proxy bidding, as a means to avoid placing bids at inconvenient times of the 

day, is not one that was of value to bidders. This may be because bidders valued the information 

that was provided to them during the auction rounds more highly than the convenience of placing 

a single bid at a particular time. 

One benefit of a clock auction format is that bidders are provided with certain aggregate 

information regarding bids, including information on aggregate demand after each round. This 

feature is particularly important in that it encourages price discovery and allows bidders to 

account for aggregate auction information in their own bidding strategy so that the final price 

incorporates this information. 
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Proxy bidding was elected generally by smaller entities, but not those entities that were in time 

zones that would have found the auction schedule particularly inconvenient. This suggests that 

proxy bidding was selected by entities that may not have had the sophistication to integrate 

aggregate auction information into their bidding strategy or that did not expect their valuations to 

change on the basis of such information. Such bidders elected proxy bidding due to the ease of 

submitting a simple final and best offer prior to the first round. In light of this, a key finding is that 

offering bidders a more sophisticated multi-tier proxy bid structure, which would allow bidders 

to submit multiple quantities and price points, would probably be of little value given that the 

bidders that elected proxy bidding appeared to be those bidders with bidding strategy of a lesser 

degree of sophistication and those bidders that bid on fewer Bid Units, perhaps corresponding to 

a single project. 

Based on these observations, the option of proxy bidding seems to be of little value and 

unnecessary as long as the auction is well paced and sufficiently short. 

Finding 3: If a primary objective is to transact for a greater quantity of potential 

emission reductions quicker, then the bid product and auction format of the first 

auction should be preferred 

In each auction, the auction budget consisting of contributions by the PAF donors was used to 

determine the quantity of put options that is available to be purchased by bidders and hence the 

quantity of ERs that could be received by the PAF. This quantity is calculated as the budget divided 

by the strike price. 

In the first auction, as the strike price is reduced through the rounds of the auction, the quantity 

of put options available to be purchased by bidders increases (see figure 1). This is not possible 

in the second auction as the strike price is fixed and hence the quantity of put options that is 

available to be purchased by bidders is fixed and does not increase over the rounds of the auction. 

The budget therefore corresponds to the amount of money that would be paid to winning bidders 

should all of the put options purchased be exercised. 

While the premium to be collected could be added to the budget to determine the quantity of put 

options available to be purchased by bidders in each round of the auction, the PAF has not done 

so because such calculation would be based in part on money that has not yet been collected.

In principle, the premium collected post-auction could be used towards buying more ERs through 

the issuing of more put options in a secondary process. After accounting for the premium 

collected, and assuming the net value of the put options is the same, the quantity of ERs that 

can be received by the PAF would be the same regardless of whether the auction featured the 

option’s strike price or the option’s premium as the bid product. 
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Based on this observation, we find: 

• Whether one chooses the option’s strike price or the option’s premium as the bid product 

may depend on program objectives. The use of the strike price as the bid product allows 

for the possibility that the program will transact for a greater quantity of potential emission 

reductions quicker if the premium is set low enough that it does not become a barrier for 

bidders to meet as an upfront payment.

• Given that the descending clock auction format will require the premium to be fixed, setting 

the premium at an appropriate level will be important. The expectation is that if the premium 

is set too low, then the risk of winners not trading the PAFERNs and not delivering the ERs 

will be greater. Ideally, the premium should be set so that it provides sufficient incentives 

to encourage the delivery of the ERs during the redemption period, but not so high that it 

becomes a barrier to participate in the auction. 

• Given the higher premium paid by winning bidders in the second auction vis-à-vis the winning 

bidders in the first auction, it is expected that winning bidders from the second auction will 

be more likely to deliver qualifying ERs for payment or trade the PAFERNs.

 

Finding 4: If a primary objective is to maximize the allocation of the budget while 

keeping bidding rules simple, the option’s premium should be preferred as the 

bid product

In the first auction, given the nature of the bid product (namely the strike price) in the 

determination of the quantity of put options available to be purchased by bidders, there is a 

higher risk that there could be budget left unspent and quantities not purchased in the final round 

unless additional complexity is added to the bidding rules. This unspent budget is commonly 

known as an “undersell”, and is exacerbated by the fact that the quantity available to be 

purchased increases as the strike price ticks down. 
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Illustration

Round Strike Price Supply Demand Excess/Unsold 
 per ER (Quantity of Put (Quantity Bids) Quantity 
  Options Available) 
 
10 $6.00 4,000,000 ERs 7,000,000 ERs 3,000,000 ERs

11 $4.00 6,000,000 ERs 5,000,000 ERs (1,000,000 ERs)

When Strike Price ticked down to $4.00 per ER in Round 11, bidders withdrew bids for a quantity 
of put options associated with 2,000,000 ERs. The auction ends, but there is an undersell of $4 
million (corresponding to a strike price of $4 and an unsold quantity of put options associated with 
1,000,000 ERs). 

In the second auction, the quantity of put options available to be purchased by bidders is fixed 

(given that the strike price is fixed). With a fixed quantity, simple rules can be implemented to 

limit the possibility of an undersell. Given that the specified strike price will set the quantity of put 

options available to be purchased by bidders, the decision regarding setting the level of the strike 

price is an important one as we consider the use of the premium as the bid product. 

Figure 3.  Higher Risk of an Undersell with the Strike Price as the Bid Product
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As an alternative, a descending clock auction format under a multi-solicitation process could 

feature a fixed quantity structure where the quantity of put option available to be purchased is 

fixed and does not increase with each reduction in the strike price. In this case, the amount of 

unspent budget would simply be added to the budget for the next auction under the  

multi-solicitation process. 

V. Conclusion

One key difference between the first auction and the second auction held by the PAF is that the 

first auction featured the strike price as the bid product (hence the use of a descending clock 

auction format) where bidders bid down the strike price while the second auction featured the 

premium as the bid product (hence the use of an ascending clock auction format) where bidders 

bid up the premium. Given both bid products and the associated auction formats were equally 

effective in achieving market reflective prices, we conclude based on our findings that: 

• If a priority is to encourage participation from a wide range of bidders, or if the objective is 

to transact for a greater quantity of potential emission reductions quicker, then the use of the 

strike price as the bid product as featured in the first auction should be considered ahead of 

the use of the premium as the bid product as featured in the second auction. 

• If the objective is to ensure that the auction budget is fully spent in a single auction process 

while keeping bidding rules simple, then the use of the premium as the bid product as 

featured in the second auction should be considered ahead of the use of the strike price as 

the bid product as featured in the first auction. The fixed quantity of put options available to 

be purchased by bidders in the second auction limits the possibility of an undersell.

In regard to proxy bidding, this choice precludes bidders from incorporating auction information 

in their bidding strategy, which is a key feature of clock auctions to facilitate price discovery. This 

may have the unintended consequence of disadvantaging smaller, less sophisticated bidders. As 

an alternative, a well-paced auction that is sufficiently short may render moot the need to provide 

proxy bidding as an optional feature.

Notes

1 World Bank. 2013. Methane finance study group report: using pay-for-performance mechanisms to finance methane 

abatement. Washington DC: World Bank 

2 World Bank. 2013. Methane finance study group report: using pay-for-performance mechanisms to finance methane 

abatement. Washington DC : World Bank 

3 Throughout the report, we use the term “put option” to refer to the PAFERN and terms such as the “option’s premium” 

and “option’s strike price” to refer to the issue price and payment under the terms of the PAFERN, respectively. While 

we caution the reader that the PAFERN is not a put option, it is a puttable bond that functions like a put option and as 

such, we use the terms associated with a put option in the interest of simplicity and readability.
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